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Event Topologies

● Excellent spatial 
granularity.

● Muons look like long tracks
● Low Z material allows for 

seeing the development of 
electron showers.

● NC can look very similar to 
electron showers, but there 
is sometimes a gap 
between the start of the 
event and the beginning of 
the 0 shower.

More complicated events can contain 
multiple charged pions make it more 
difficult to separate these event types.
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Deficiencies of Traditional Neural 
Networks 

● In theory, a single layer network with a sufficient number of nodes can 
approximate most functions to arbitrary precision.

● Due to the fully connected nature of traditional neural nets, number of free 
parameters increases sharply with additional nodes.

● For the same reason, does not scale well to raw data.
– Important to reduce raw data down to a few, powerful, engineered features to use as 

input.

– Requires significant expertise and is limited to our imagination in developing new 
features.

●  Large number of free parameters is computationally complex to train and 
evaluate.
– Also risks learning the training set exactly while failing to generalize to other data.

● Multi-layer networks can often approximate a function with fewer nodes than a 
single layer network.
– Maybe deeper is better?
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Caffe

● Caffe (caffe.berkeleyvision.org) is deep learning framework developed by the 
Berkeley Vision  and Learning Center.

● Comes pre-packaged with a large variety of layer types.
– Vision layers: convolutional, pooling

– Activation layers: sigmoid, ReLU, tanh, power

– Others: inner product (traditional fully connected layer), concatenation, splitting, dropout

● Able to run on GPUs without any extra effort (only change one line in the 
configuration file)

● Comes with a variety of models produced by different computer vision groups for 
image classification contests.

● Tried several – LeNet, AlexNet, VGG, but GoogLeNet performed the best.
● All training done on the Wilson cluster at Fermilab, thanks to the support of the 

Scientific Computing Division
● Integrated with the Fermilab product distribution system and with the art framework 

through a custom module.
Y. Jia et. al., Caffe: Convolutional
Architecture for Fast Feature
Embedding, arXiv:1408.5093 (2014)
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Building Training and Testing Datasets

● Take existing simulations containing , e, 
and  events.

● Construct a pixel array pixels[c][h][w] 
where c indexes the view, h indexes cells, 
and w indexes planes from pixel maps.

● Push into LevelDB databases: 80% for 
training and 20% for testing.

● Rescale the corrected hit energy to go 
from 0 – 255 and recast to 8 bits to save 
space.

● Almost all hits have exactly zero energy 
(suppressed in these plots).

● Distribution very different from natural 
images.Corr. Hit Energy

Corr. Hit Energy

NOvA Simulation
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Making CVN Robust

● What is overtraining?
– Networks contain large numbers of parameters – sometimes they learn how to 

classify the training data exactly at the expense of generalizing well to new data.

– Can be seen if the evaluation of testing data begins to diverge from that of training 
data.

● Convolutional neural networks tend to already be more robust due to 
having fewer trainable parameters compared to fully connected networks.

● In our case, our training data is entire synthetic
– Must also make sure we generalize from simulation to data.

● Techniques use to prevent overtraining
– Early stopping

● Hard to make rigorous – will not use with CVN.

– Regularization

– Dropout

– Data Augmentation
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Regularization

● Add a term to the error function to be minimized of 
the form:

● Decreases the number of effective free 
parameters.

● Prevents any weight from being too large unless 
there is strong evidence that it needs to be.
– Makes it difficult for the network to finely tune weights 

to perfectly categorize training examples.

Moody, J., et al. "A simple weight decay can improve generalization."
Advances in neural information processing systems 4 (1995): 950-957.
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Dropout 

● In the fully connected layer in CVN, we apply the dropout technique.
– At each iteration, randomly set 40% of weights to zero and scale the rest up 

by 1/(1 – 0.4).

– Since no weight is reliably in use with any other weight, weights can not be 
strongly correlated.

– Preventing weight co-adaptation strongly promotes generalization.

– Can be thought of as an ensemble of smaller networks.

Srivasta et al, “Dropout: A Simple Way to Prevent Neural Networks from Overfitting”, JMLR 2014
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Data Augmentation

● Unlike with natural images, our training set is entirely 
synthetic.
– In addition to normal concerns about overtraining, we 

must make sure that the network adequately generalizes 
from simulation to data.

● Reflecting images across the y-axis effectively 
doubles the dataset.

● Augment the simulated training set by applying 
systematic shifts.
– Apply channel by channel multiplicative jitter to make the 

network less sensitive to calibration uncertainties.
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Evaluation as a /e
 Selector

● Our architecture can be used as a  or  e selector similar 
to current selectors by summing over all interaction type 
outputs for the relevant flavor.

● Evaluate over a sample statistically independent of the 
training and testing samples.

● Weight by the simulated NOvA flux and neutrino oscillation 
probabilities using global best fits of oscillation parameters.

● Apply pre-selection criteria used in the NOvA e analysis 
(arXiv:1601.05022) and  analysis (PRD 93 (2016) 051104) 
designed to reject cosmics backgrounds while keeping most 
neutrino interactions contained within the detector.
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Architecture Improvements

● Next step is to explore architecture improvements:
– Weight sharing between views

● Beam events are azimuthally symmetric, so the equivalents layers in the two view should 
use the same weights.

● ~1/2 the number of free parameters
● Disagreement between views may give discriminating power against cosmic rays.

– Batch normalization (arXiv:1502.03167)
● As data flows from layer to layer, it accumulates mean and variance shifts that slow 

training.
● Makers of GoogLeNet created a layer that shifts the mean to zero and scales the variance 

to one over small batches of training samples.
● Shown success at improving training speed, generalization, and final accuracy.

– Improvements to the Inception module by replacing high order convolutions with 
a series of lower order ones (arXiv:1512.00567)

● 7x7 convolutions can be replaced by 3 layers of 3x3 convolutions
● 5x5 convolutions can be replaced by 2 layers of 3x3 convolutions
● Other configurations like 1xN followed by Nx1 are also possible.
● These configurations are computationally cheaper, and allow for extra non-linearities that 

improve the final accuracy.
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Conclusions

● Modern deep learning techniques are very powerful.
● Using a modified GoogLeNet architecture, it is possible to build and train a 

neutrino event classifier that can achieve excellent signal and background 
separation for both e appearance and  disappearance analyses.

– Uses minimal reconstruction

– In the e case, achieved a 40% increase in efficiency with no loss in purity.

● GPU acceleration makes it possible to train complex networks in ~1 week.
● This technique is directly applicable to a number of analyses using other 

flavors or interaction types.
● Many more developments are in the works.
● More details available at A. Aurisano, A. Radovic, D. Rocco et. al. 

arXiv:1604.01444 (to be submitted to JINST).
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Backup
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NuMI Beam

● Protons from the Main Injector at 120 GeV strike a graphite 
target.

● The resulting debris is focused by two magnetic horns.
● The particles travel down a decay pipe.  At the end, only muons 

and neutrinos are left, and the muons are absorbed by rock.
– The neutrinos are almost entirely muon neutrinos.
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Why Make a New Selector?

● We already have two e selectors, why make another?

– MC studies suggested that the events selected by LID and LEM only 
overlapped by ~70%.

– Strongly suggests that there is information not being fully used.

● What properties would an ideal selector have?
– Use inputs as close to raw data as possible to guard against 

reconstruction pathologies.

– Make use of as much information as possible for each event.

– Be robust against systematic uncertainties (like energy scale and 
scintillator non-linearities).

– Provide classification values for all neutrino flavors, not just e.

● This would make a combination of e appearance and  disappearance much 
easier.

● Deep learning provides a paradigm to achieve these goals.
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New Analysis Frontiers

● In addition to improving the e and  analyses, this 
architecture is opening up new lines of 
investigation:
– NC disappearance as a signature of sterile neutrinos.

–  appearance at the near detector as a signature of 
sterile neutrinos.

● Since CC events only occur above 3.4 GeV, these events 
typically contain a large number of particles from nuclear 
fragmentation as well as the decay of the .

● This analysis would be nearly impossible without CVN.

– Classifying according to interaction type is potentially 
useful for cross-section measurements.
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